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and save a huge selection of dollars, too! It's packed with professional
salon secrets, from everyday dos to crisis quick-fixes to the most
recent color and hairpiece methods.  Amateur stylists will look great no
matter what the event&#133;Bad-hair days can soon turn into a thing of
days gone by with this essential bible from internationally renowned and
award-winning hairdresser Charles Worthington!
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Save Your Money At the turn of the century, this may have been an
excellent buy for general hair maintenance--especially because the book
pre-dates YouTube and other assistance websites--but I would not
recommend for anything other than just that. I got the book super cheap
so, I'm not totally let down.This book led me to trust I was investing
in a hairstyle book. its not really what i was lookng for. I gave it to
my daughter who is engaged and getting married in June. To be honest,
this book ought to be categorized even more as a protracted edition of
Vogue that targets hairstyles/trends circa 2002 instead of a hairstyling
textbook. The majority of the info in this book is now able to be found
online. You might want to move on this one if you're looking for an
actual text message/teaching/book. A few good styles buried under web
pages of useless information Learning how to care for and style your
hair seems to have a back seat to a distracting, absurd, and irrelevant
storyline of four fictional girlfriends. I did so manage to look for a
few hairstyles that I liked, making it more or less value the $13.57.
I'm all for trying a fresh look, but this reserve is normally innundated
with downright ridiculous hairstyles.ad book. The design is usually
visually overstimulating and chaotic, rendering it difficult to find
basic answers to styling queries. Not what I thought I am doing my own
locks for my wedding. Therefore, if that is what you are looking for, do
purchase it. It did not.Unless you just like the kind of hairstyles that
are impossible to keep and that you only discover on a runway model,
usually do not buy this book. A lot of the styles are odd rather than
for every day life. If you're the kind of female who doesn't believe in
spending more than 25 mins on your hair, USUALLY DO NOT buy this book.
These styles take at least one hour to complete and are very hard to
accomplish at all.Worthington achieved it. It does give good recommend
on coloring and conditioning. This book includes a wedding section so I
thought it could work. It can give general information on shampooing and
conditioning methods/recommendations based upon hair type. it let you
know good ways to look after your hair and even more indetail
information that i believe is great however the hairstyles are few and
generally there nothing i'd do, pretty radical and unuaral. step by
step? This book is fantastic if you know what you are doing but if you
are a beginner it may not help so much. This book has excellent advice
and hairstyle ideas but not any step by step pictures. Completely
Unimpressed Sorry, didn't enjoy it. If you need to see what they're
doing all your out of good luck. The only think I did nothing like may
be the story in publication since it doesn't perform anything for this
book.. You need to guess how Mr.There is one good thing about this book.
For one, i was expecting a bit more "how-to" details, which this does
NOT provide. Poor teaching skills ? hairstyling i thought this books
would be geat, its not really a bow then that is great or you prefer
doing weired hair styles you will love it. The photos aren't labeled
with what style it is, so it's frustrating to match styling instructions



with the look you would like to achieve. The truth is it is only best
for hair treatment, because of the unrealistic quality of the designs
that they offer.. In addition, it briefly reviews color scheme. Two
Stars Ok not what we were looking for. What was a huge disappointment
was that there is literally no comprehensive section on cutting
techniques as advertised. hairstyling book In the beginning I ordered
this publication for myself however the styles were complicated in
addition to targeted at bridal looks and I wanted everyday looks. One
Star more of a story than tutorials :/ Thought it might be an excellent
book for hairstyling however, not really I'm in beauty school and
expected this reserve to really help with hair styling but i was
truthfully not impressed at all. In other words if you can browse it and
know very well what they are trying to inform you, you can do great. He
certainly does not show you how to attain it. It has these rather stupid
personas it comes after to illustrate tips and what not to do. Not
impressed. It did possess a few hair styles I might try, but general I
was disappointed. OK. if your a model and weird hair is your show or you
prefer doing weired hairdos then you will love this book.... Beautiful
finished hair dos Beautiful completed hair dos. Full of ideas and help
guidelines to create your eye's desire. Even though some style are not
easy practice, practice and alternate.
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